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Once a student of karate obtains his or her black belt, what’s next? For too many students, the black belt marks the end of serious
training. In Black Belt Karate, noted karate instructor and 8th-dan black belt Chris Thompson explains that real yudansha (black
belt level) is not just about physical prowess but about self-improvement, and that because of this, further study is vital for all
students. The rank should not be the goal, Thompson says—everyone has something more they can learn. Neither a beginner’s
guide nor a manual of advanced techniques, Black Belt Karate is both inspirational and informative for students of all levels. The
book sheds light on the world of international karate, providing a solid history of the basic schools of karate and their development,
and details the WKF (World Karate Federation) rules and traditions that govern the sporting element of the discipline. Drawing on
years of study with senior sensei in Japan, Thompson describes every aspect of karate training in clear, simple language,
including detailed exercises and stretches to warm up and cool down. Beautiful color photographs demonstrate step-by-step
sequences of forms.
The 100 Deadliest Karate Moves with Grandmaster Ted Gambordella
This standard work offers assistance to all Shotokan Karateka, whether they are beginners or advanced students, pupils or
coaches. It contains over 500 photos.
Shotokan Karate is one of the most effective forms of self-defense but it is this area that is most ignored in traditional Shotokan
dojos. This modest manual is different from most Shotokan Karate texts because it focuses on the self-defense application of
karate. Traditional Shotokan karate concentrates on three primary areas. They are basics or Kihon, Kata or forms, and sparring or
kumite. The sparring may consist of five times sparring, three times sparring, one time sparring, semi-free sparring and free
sparring. Self-defense training is seldom practiced and this manual hopes to fill that gap for students of Shotokan and other
traditional styles of Karate. This manual covers the basic principles of self-defense, use of force factors in self-defense, simple and
effective self-defense techniques to counter arm grabs, body grabs, choke attacks, punching and kicking attack counters, club
attacks, knife attacks, gun attacks, ground attacks and multiple attacker self-defense techniques.
Master Korean Karate, also called Tae-Kwon Do, with this expert martial arts guide. This book is one of the first of its kind on TaeKwon Do (Korean Karate). Karate practitioners who recognize this to be the only work to cover Free Fighting techniques recognize
this as a vital resource Illustrated with nearly 1,000 photographs, the systematic and scientific approach of the application of each
karate move in Free Style Fighting with WHEN, WHERE, WHY, and HOW should help karate competitors everywhere design and
master their moves to suit them best in competition matches. In this martial arts book, the pin-point explanation of the advantages
and disadvantages of each move, analyzed step by step from many different offensive, defensive, and counterattacking angles,
can also guide readers to manage with it to be adjustable to the individualistic tastes and characteristics of any karate style,
regardless of their differences.
The first of two books, it contains the complete syllabus required to take the student from absolute beginner to Green belt. Each section is
clearly divided into separate levels for each kyu grade, incorporating all the appropriate techniques, sparring and kata.
A richly illustrated guide to free fighting techniques of Shokotan karate by two leading martial artists, this text takes any beginner through the
basic techniques of the art, and step-by-step photographs and clear, detailed captions, aim to ensure that the meaning of the technique is
clear.
The martial art of Karate is one of the many facets of Japanese traditional culture that has been embraced worldwide. This book explains all
the important Karate kata, illustrated with photos and detailed text by the author. It also explains in depth some of the more difficult aspects of
Karate for learners to master, including steps, breathing, and pressure points, among others. Kata needs to be practiced repeatedly on an
individual basis, and this book is written with such training in mind.
Lyoto Machida is considered by many to be the next big MMA superstar
Master the techniques and theory of Japanese Karate with this easy-to-follow, illustrated martial arts guide. Karate: The Art of "Empty-Hand"
Fighting has inspired hundreds of thousands of karateka, and it remains one of the finest texts available on the technique, art, and spirit of
karatedo. This definitive volume is a systematic presentation of the art of traditional Japanese karate. An easily accessible martial arts
manual illustrated with more than 1,000 photographs, this comprehensive karate book gives step-by-step explanations and thorough analysis
of all the basic movements and techniques of karate. Topics of Karate the Art of "Empty-Hand" Fighting" include: The history of Karate The
theories and principle of Karate The best training and exercise methods Karate techniques like stance, blocking and attacks Defenses against
weapons

This title teaches all the various kumite techniques, and presents a systematic approach to applied kumite that is designed to
provide essential information for match-style kumite and tournament kumite. Hirokazu Kanazawa is the renowned karate master in
the world today, and a close disciple of Gichin Funakoshi, the father of modern karate and founder of the Shotokan School. Having
earned his impressive reputation in Hawaii, the mainland United States, and Europe as an official trainer for the Japan Karate
Association, Kanazawa founded Shotokan Karate-do International
An authoritative text supporting the newcomer to karate with all they need to know, up to black belt level. Packed with photographs
detailing techniques and kata (the combinations of techniques students need to master to progress through the belts) this book is
designed to take the student step by step through the progression of Shotokan Karate, taking each belt in turn. Photographs and
clear instructions take you step by step through the kata. Karate is a martial art that focuses on the application of strikes using
predominantly the hands and feet. It originated in Japan and has become popular throughout the world. There are many styles of
karate but the most widely practised outside of Japan is Shotokan Karate. Training in karate is normally divided into three sections:
the basic technique; kata, or sequencing of techniques to imaginary opponents; and kumite, the sparring done with an opponent.
In total there are ten gradings to be passed in order to get a black belt - this, on average takes a student four years to attain. This
book covers all the training needed to attain a black belt. This new edition includes brand new material on partner work, more
grading tips to help you avoid making common mistakes, and new footwork diagrams to help you understand the movements
better. An indispensable guide.
The legendary 20 guiding principles of karate penned by Funakoshi have been circulating for years but have never been published
until now. Accompanied by rare photos and original calligraphy, this long-awaited treatise is a provocative and long overdue read
for martial arts enthusiasts and followers of karate.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses the needs of martial
artists of all levels by providing them with information about every style of self-defense in the world - including techniques and
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strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and videos including many about the
works of Bruce Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
A book which reveals all the key principles needed to become skilled in judo. Aimed at beginners and more experienced players,
The Fifty Judo Principles is a step-by-step guide that is detailed yet easy to follow. This book was authored by Charles Mack, the
first British person to be awarded Kodokan 5th Dan Judo in Japan. He also holds 7th Dan from the British Judo Association, and is
a leading figure in UK martial arts. This is his third martial arts book. The other books are Karate Test Techniques, and Shotokan
Karate Free Fighting Techniques.

The Essential Karate Book is an illustrated, informative guide to the techniques, philosophy and practice of karate With
20 chapters covering practically every aspect of karate, this in-depth reference will assist students and instructors as they
plot their course through karate instruction, benefiting those at all levels. The Essential Karate Book contains 200
diagrams mapping out moves, 300 color photographs, and downloadable video, making it a comprehensive general
karate reference for Western audiences. Readers of this karate guide will learn about: The origins and history of karate
Required behavior, clothing and etiquette, as well as the fundamentals of karate and the different styles that share them
Stances, blocks, strikes and kicks Preparing your body through warm ups, stretching, and conditioning through karatespecific exercises Kata grading and fighting (kumite) techniques and competition rules Martial arts weapons (kobudo),
and MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) applications The Essential Karate Book is a must-have for any martial arts enthusiast, from
beginners to black belts!
The first comprehensive written history of Shotokan karate in any language! In this completely updated edition of the
classic bestseller, Randall Hassell presents a masterful tale of the history and evolution of Japan's original and largest
karate style, Shotokan. In addition to presenting the compelling story of the style's founder, Gichin Funakoshi, Hassell
covers recent developments in the ever-evolving art of Shotokan karate-do. Rare and never-before-published photos
complement everything from the Okinawan roots of karate to its development in Japan, the Japan Karate Association,
American and international karate organizations, and the current state of the world of Shotokan karate. Also in this
edition: The origins and technical value of all Shotokan kata, a genealogy of traditional karate styles, Gichin Funakoshi's
20 precepts, and much more!
Simple, direct, and deadly–it's the art of ngo cho kun, or fists of the five ancestors. In its approach to iron body training, its
reliance on the sam chien stance, and its special emphasis on hard and soft techniques, this Fukien style of kung–fu is
believed to be the root of the Goju–ryu and Uechi–ryu Okinawan karate systems. During the declining years of the Ching
dynasty, Sijo Chua Giok Beng combined the salient features of five styles from five masters into the formation of ngo cho
kun, a distinct blend of both external and internal Chinese martial arts. Aside from being an effective form of
self–defense, diligent practice of Ngo Cho Kun can balance the body's metabolism, strengthen internal organs, and
improve general well–being. Ngo cho kun is at once historically significant and practical for modern–day self–defense
needs. Five Ancestor Fist Kung–Fu is a must for those who are interested in the historical connection between kung–fu
and karate, or who wish to expand their self–defense repertoire.
Tsuku Kihon refers to powerful and dynamic techniques used and taught by some Shotokan karate instructors. The idea
behind Tsuku Kihon is that power and closing distance are greatly enhanced by propelling the body forward using basic
karate principles. A group of approximately 25 Tsuku Kihon combinations was developed by several Shotokan instructors
in the middle of the 20th century. Sensei Luis Bernardo Mercado decided to expand and categorize Tsuku Kihon in order
to increase its applications and to create a formal structure for teaching them. Many months of trial and error by the
author of this book resulted in an additional 42 combinations and three methods by which Tsuku Kihon can be
systematically taught to intermediate and advanced karate students. This second edition of Tsuku Kihon is expanded to
include several more exercises that will help practitioners improve their skills in this art form. Chapter 3 is for instructors
to use as an introduction of Tsuku Kihon to beginners below brown belt. These exercises teach how to drop into an
attack and end up in a complete front stance. Chapters 10 and 11 are meant for advanced students who have been
training in Tsuku Kihon for about one year. Using the heavy bag and makiwara will sharpen skill at all levels and improve
kime and distancing. Chapter 14 integrates sweeps into Tsuku Kihon combinations, which will raise kumite to a higher
level of proficiency. Together, these additional drills will make for a more rounded martial arts practitioner, competitor,
and improve self-defense capabilities. Another great addition to this updated book is beautiful artwork by Nobu Kaji
(tsuku kihon, kihon, and kata techniques), Egil Thompson (samurai scene drawings) and Mike Thompson (wood inlay
artwork for back cover). All these original works of art give a sense of real action and martial arts spirit.
Learn how the hard-style karate that became shotokan took shape in 19th century Okinawa as an embattled king with an
unarmed force of bodyguards faced an armed invasion from overseas. In this new 328-page book, author Bruce D.
Clayton, Ph.D., uses rare sketches, footnoted historical research, archival lithographs, period photographs and
contemporary technique demonstrations to reveal shotokan's deadly intent and propose modern practical applications of
such knowledge. Achieve a new level of theoretical understanding and fighting ability by learning Shotokan's Secret for
yourself!
Karate: The Art of "Empty-Hand" Fighting is the definitive guide to Shotokan Karate—the most widely practiced style of Karate—and has
inspired millions of Karate practitioners worldwide. Authored by one of the great masters of the art, Hidetaka Nishiyama, this book is a classic,
groundbreaking work on the sport of Karate, and one of the first published in English. An Olympic sport, Karate is today practiced by over 100
million people worldwide. Nishiyama began his training under the instruction of Gichin Funakoshi, the legendary founder of Shotokan Karate.
He helped establish the Japan Karate Association and, as head of the JKA's instructors training program, was instrumental in bringing Karate
to the U.S. and other Western countries. When he arrived, he proceeded to train the first great generation of Karate instructors spawning a
whole new generation of martial artists. Highly accessible and richly illustrated with over 1,000 photographs, this book is a comprehensive
manual with step-by-step instructions to all the basic movements and techniques of Karate. Topics covered include: A brief history of Karate
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Theories and principles of the martial art Effective training and exercise methods Karate techniques including stances, blocks and attacks
Defenses against weapons With a new foreword by Ray Dalke, who trained under Nishiyama and, at 8th Dan, is the highest ranking
American in Shotokan Karate, Karate: The Art of "Empty-Hand" Fighting provides analyses from the standpoint of physics, physiology,
philosophy, and body dynamics. The book's techniques apply to all styles of the martial art and is a valuable reference for any
Karateka—stressing Nishiyama's lesson that mastery of the basics is not the end but merely the beginning of a lifelong journey.
Lean the techniques, strategies and history of Japanese Shotokan Karate with this illustrated martial arts guide. Generously illustrated with
over 700 clear photos, The Secrets of Shotokan Karate offers an in-depth look at the world's most popular martial art, with strategies,
techniques, and drills to guide new students to proficiency and to help established practitioners excel. Sixth-degree black belt Robin Rielly
provides a comprehensive guide to the fundamentals and theory of Shotokan, interwoven with relevant philosophy and historical context. This
book offers expert instruction and a greater understanding and appreciation of the art. Topics covered include: basic physiologicalpsychological principles principles of physical movement elements of fighting sparring drills strategy kata
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